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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

Egyptian Child Balloon Air
Corps Suffers Setback
by Jon “Big-O” Mahan ~ Daily Bull

As many of you are aware, the US gives money to many
countries that experiment in and use child soldiers. One
such lovely country is the country of Egypt. Under their
new Muslim Brotherhood leadership, Egypt has adopted a new cheaper version of an Air Force named the
Balloon Corps.
The Balloon Corps, or BC, is a regiment of hot air balloons piloted by children. While the program looked
to be hitting new highs, the whole thing came crashing
down in an accident outside of Cairo. Luckily, none of
the children were harmed, thanks to them landing on
the ample amounts of water balloons they drop from
insane heights to hydrate and frighten the enemy.
The leader of Egypt is said to look into the costs and
benefits of the program after the crash, stating that the
costs were beginning to reach levels unsuitable for the
country’s finances. Perhaps the most expensive part
would be the water balloons, which supports of the
program have suggested replacing with oil. Or rocks,
whichever is easier to come by. As of this moment,
there is no word on the solution
The cause of the crash remains a mystery, but some are
speculating that the children are to blame. Already the
children involved in the crash are missing, leaving many
to wonder how or why. In other news, the US has decided to give f-16’s to Egypt, in the hopes this will all
stop. Maybe.

KSO

by Jeanine Chmielewski ~ Daily Bull

So it has officially happened folks: Michigan Tech has a music major! “There was much rejoicing,” claimed Dr. Jared
Anderson. “We have been waiting for this moment for so
long.” That’s right, starting next year it will be possible for
even YOU to receive a musically inclined major here at a
tech school. No exams! No homework! No projects! No
enterprises! Just practice, practice, practice (well, that and
the occasional concert)!
“The KSO is starting a trial program this week.” Dr. Joel
Neves stated. “We have excused everyone in the orchestra
of all obligations and responsibilities, because practicing is
of the utmost importance to the success of the program.”
All of the student, faculty, and community members are involved. “I am really excited at this point,” David Olson said.
“Not because I don’t have to teach, or host office hours,
but because I don’t have to grade!” “Best part for me, oh,
that would be the 7 exams I don’t have to take anymore,”
said an enthusiastic cellist.
“It was fine in the beginning but now things have just gotten
out of hand,” one anonymous viola player said. “He follows
us everywhere to make sure we keep practicing! He won’t
ever let us stop.” One bassist stated that on the windshield
of her car in the morning the word ‘practice’ was written
into the frost. “He has scary looking people following us
places. We can’t get out of it. It’s getting bad, I mean how
are we supposed to keep playing in the bathroom? We
have bodily needs too!”

What are you doing with your life?

see Pontificate on back

Seize the moment. Remember all those women
on the ‘Titanic’ who waved off the dessert cart.
-- Erma Bombeck

...like unseasonably warm weather!
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The Steaming Pile - Straight from You-Know-Where!
What the Pope Is Going to Do Now That He’s Retired
Die
Let the hate flow through him
Microbrew
Get laid
Use contraception
Star in porn
Gamble away his mitre
Discuss religion with La Maison
Become the Dalai Lama
Claim to be a descendant of
Muhammad
Not give up anything for Lent
His own Harlem Shake video
Finally get that sex change
Release a rap album (DJ
Ben-Addicted)
Finally drop an F-bomb
Sell indulgences
Smelt iron with Carl Blair
Reminisce about his days as a child in
the 1800s
Buy a LifeAlert

Make it big in Hollywood
Host SNL
Develop Alz... Alz.... uh...
Party rock
A murderous rampage
Graffiti the Sistine Chapel
Become a superhero (THE CONSECRATOR)
Reenact Assassin’s Creed
Retake Malta with the Knights
of Saint John
Become a WalMart greeter
Enroll at the University of Phoenix
Learn the computer
Host a Reddit AMA
Win MXC two seasons straight
Star on The Deadliest Warrior
Survive with Bear Grylls
Beat the PM of Japan at Mahjong
Team up with Krieger’s army
Get a brewski with JP2
Headbang to Black Betty
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!
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While the strings and woodwinds have
had the intense encounters during rehearsals, one has to wonder how the
brass are surviving. Well, you see, what
they have done is find the most superhuman beings to play the brass for this.

They have been genetically altered
with cooperation from the biology department. “We have made them better, stronger, and with chops of steel,”
a proud professor stated. Therefore, if
this trial process proves successful, we
will already have the treatment for the
other brass players in years to come.
Since this is just a week long trial program for the music major, the intensity
of the schedule is much less then nor-

mal. Once the major is instated the rehearsal schedule will be over 40 hours
a week. This is to keep the students at
full time. “40 hours of rehearsal total,
at least 3 of the school ensembles, 5
chamber groups, and 7 solo performances a semester,” said the head of
the Visual and Performing Arts department. “We have to make sure these
kids are prepared when they step out
into the real world.”

So, if you see any of these marvelous
musicians coming out of one of their
many rehearsals this week, congratulate them on being pioneers at this
technological school for daring to try
out a liberal arts program of the most
severe sense. And remember to go to
the concert this weekend at 7:30pm
on Saturday. Students are FREE (at
least money wise, we get to keep your
soul)!
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